**NEUROLOGICAL EMERGENCIES**

**Indications**
- Patient with a change in mentation

**BLS RMC**

**Syncope/near syncope/fainting**
- Evaluate for need of spinal motion restriction if significant mechanism of injury

**ALOC/Unconscious/Unresponsive**
- Place in recovery position if altered

**Assess blood glucose (BG)**

**If BG <60 or immeasurable and patient can swallow**
- Give sweetened drink or administer **Glucose paste** according to BLS PR 3

**If opioid overdose is suspected**
- Provide rescue breaths and administer **Narcan Nasal Spray**
- Record time of administration and place patient in recovery position
- **MR q2-3 min** until patient responds
- Multiple doses may be needed
- If no pulse, follow Cardiac Arrest algorithm

**Transfer care to ALS personnel as soon as possible**